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tuition
Once you’ve mastered the 

beginners’ tech, you’ll need 

to take a step up. Session 

regular Ellen O’Reilly shows 

you the way

intERmEdiatE

G
reetings bass buddies! In this feature 
we will take a look at various 
techniques that can be used to great 
effect at intermediate level on bass 
guitar. These techniques include 

slapping, popping and tapping, and we’ll also 
discuss the concepts behind soloing and 
improvisation. Got those fingers warmed up? 
Then let’s go!
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introducing Modes
In order to solo and improvise with ease, you must have a solid understanding of the modes of the major scale, the foundation for 

practically all contemporary Western music. Almost all the arpeggios, triads, pentatonic scales and modes that we’ll cover fit under the 

umbrella of the major scale.

The way I’ve learned to look at modes is as a map to the fretboard: they act as a sort of musical sat-nav, guiding you to the correct 

notes within a given key. For example, in the key of C major we have no accidentals (sharps [#] and flats [b]), so the notes you would 

play are C, D, E, F, G, A, B and back to C. If you’re in the key of C major then the note C is your root, D is the 2nd, E is the 3rd and so 

on. These are known as the degrees of a scale, and each degree is assigned a mode. 

A mode is just a way of playing in a given key, but starting and ending on a different note. In the example below, you can see that 

by moving from one root to another octave in the key of C gives us each of the modes. You can see this on the stave in bars 1 to 8 of 

Example 1, using T for tone and S for semitone to indicate the intervals between the notes played.

Notes Formula mode
c d E F G a b c T T s T T T s ionian
d E F G a b c d T s T T T s T dorian
E F G a b c d E s T T T s T T Phrygian
F G a b c d E F T T T s T T s Lydian
G a b c d E F G T T s T T s T mixolydian
a b c d E F G a T s T T s T T aeolian
b c d E F G a b s T T s T T T Locrian

mode PeNtatoNic arPeGGio triad
ionian major major 7 major
dorian minor minor 7 minor
Phrygian minor minor 7 minor
Lydian major major 7 major
mixolydian major dominant 7 major
aeolian minor minor 7 minor
Locrian minor b5/blues scale minor 7b5 diminished

Within each mode you will find a pentatonic scale, arpeggio 

and triad that will fit into it. In other words, all the different notes 

and ways in which you can play in a given key, which is the key to 

soloing success! To play all this in any other key, change your root 

note: all the other scales will fit into place.

On the fretboard in the key of C major, this will look like this:
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interMediate slap exercises
Now on to the fun stuff – slap bass! Slap and pop tend to be played together: the slap part comes when you bring the thumb of your right hand down to 

hit the strings so that they bounce off the fretboard. By using your index or middle finger, pull the other string off the fretboard so that it ‘pops’ back. The 

trick to this technique is to relax your right hand and use your wrist rather than straining your arm to propel your thumb down. 

Now when it comes to slap bass many people talk about Red Hot Chili Peppers bassist Flea, and although he is a brilliant musician, his slap 

technique isn’t technically ideal – although he makes it sound good! He tends to slap downwards using his whole arm and hit the strings with his right 

hand facing down, due to his extremely low-slung bass: this causes him to work harder to hit the strings. Be careful if you attempt this yourself: this 

approach can result in other notes ringing out where they’re not wanted.

The ideal technique for slap bass is down to getting an ideal bass position, using a secure strap (wide straps are great for bass as they balance the 

weight across your shoulder) and with the bass held at medium height. The best way to calculate this is to sit upright with your bass on and adjust the 

strap so it sits balanced on your lap without moving, then stand up. 

You’ll find that the bass sits somewhere between your pelvis and your chest. Too high and you can cause tension in your right hand; too low and you’ll 

cause tension in your left hand when fretting and you’ll end up slapping downwards. Now bring your arm around to the front and keep your arm parallel 

to the strings. Your thumb should also be parallel. Using a flick of your wrist, bounce your thumb off the string you intend to slap. Aim to hit the bone of 

your thumb against the string for a clear slap sound. To pop, use the edge of either your index or middle finger and hook it slightly under the string you 

want to pop. Using a quick rotation of your wrist, pull the string away and let it snap back: this gives you the characteristic ‘pop’ sound. 

A musical and effective way that slap bass is used is by playing octaves. In Example 2, you can see some exercises that use this motif. In bar 9 you’ll 

see a simple root/octave pattern: in bar 10 you slap twice then pop in a 1+, 2 rhythm. In bar 11 you play slap/pop/slap in a 1, 2+ rhythm, and in bar 12 

we slap down on an open E and hammer on the G, before slapping the G and popping the octave. Try these exercises on the A and G strings too.
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tapping
Another popular technique is tapping, where we play a note by hammering on with your fretting hand onto the fretboard and then, using the 

index and middle fingers of your picking hand, tapping the resonating strings down onto the fretboard. This gives a very melodious, almost 

piano-like sound. 

The most melodic use of tapping is to play chordal lines, for example in patterns where you hit the root and fifth with your left hand and 

then tap out the corresponding fifth and octave in a higher register, as shown in bar 13 of Example 3. Try this starting on different root notes 

and tapping out the fifth and root up the octave, this will give you different chords. 

In bar 14 you can see how this same formula can be played by tapping out one note after another in an arppegiated fashion. In bars 15 and 

16 you’ll see a very rhythmic style which is very typical of the great Stu Hamm’s style. Try tapping out different chord tones yourself; you can 

tap out thirds an octave up or even sevenths. Try picking a chord at random and tapping out the various chord tones to come up with our own 

variations. Have fun!
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